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“Because Coordinating Distributed Systems is a Zoo” 



WHAT IS IT? 
Distributed key-value table with hierarchical keys 

•  Keys look like file paths 
No specific coordination primitives 

•  No locks, but you can build locks using API 
Not a file system 

•  But can store small amounts of data 
Currently managed by Apache 
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BASIC USES 
Group membership 
Configuration management 
Leader election 
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SOME ASSUMPTIONS/
DESIGN FEATURES 
Assume many more reads than writes 
Assume failures are machines going offline and probably 
coming back online some time later 
Assume small number of servers, many clients 
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USED IN 
Apache Hadoop 
Apache Solr 
Box 

Yahoo 

Zynga 

…others 
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https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/ZOOKEEPER/PoweredBy 

Many more reads than writes 

Workload for one Yahoo 
Fetching Service Server 

Reads in red, writes in black 



CLIENT ABSTRACTION 
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ZNODES 
ZooKeeper is organized as a set of data nodes called znodes 
Each znode stores 

•  data (up to 1MB, though this is configurable) 
•  a set of children znodes 

Forms a tree structure 

Paths look like file paths 

•  /A/B/C 
No files and directories 

•  All znodes can store data and have children 
Also have timestamps and version metadata 
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ZNODES 
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CLIENT API 
create(path, data, flags)  

delete(path, version)  

exists(path, watch)  

getChildren(path, watch) 

getData(path, watch)  

setData(path, data, version)  

sync(path)  
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API PARAMETERS 
Path 

•  All paths are absolute 
Watch 

•  Set true to get a notification when the znode changes 
Flags 

•  Sequential 
•  Ephemeral 

Version 

•  Optional field, enables conditional transactions 
•  If znode version number != version in the request, fail with 

“unexpected version number” 
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WATCHING ZNODES 
Clients can choose to watch changes to a znode after they 
make a call to exists, getData, or setData 
Clients only receive one notification 

•  They are unsubscribed from watch notifications after they 
receive the notification 

Intended to let a client know data is stale 

•  Notifications after the first aren’t helpful 
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EPHEMERAL NODES 
Regular nodes are explicitly deleted 
Ephemeral nodes are deleted when 

•  The client that created it terminates (or times out) 
•  They are explicitly deleted 
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SEQUENTIAL NODES 
Sequential nodes have a monotonically increasing counter 
appended to their name 
 
create(“/path/to/seqnode_”,someData, SEQUENTIAL) 

•  Creates a node at /path/to/seqnode_1 
create(“/path/to/seqnode_”,someData, SEQUENTIAL) 

•  Creates a node at /path/to/seqnode_2 
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CLIENT GUARANTEES 
Linearizable writes 

•  All state changes are serializable and have precedence ordering 
•  Helpful for recovery, among other things 
•  Not true of reads 

FIFO ordering 
•  For any given client, all requests are processed in the order they 

sent by the client 
Reads may not reflect the latest changes 

•  “Slow read” - Issue sync, then read to ensure all writes finish 
before reading 

Ordering guarantee for notifications 
•  If a client receives a watch notification for a given z-node, it will 

receive the notification before it can read the changes of that z-
node 
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SOME PRIMITIVES 
•  Locks 
•  Read/write locks 
•  Group membership 

•  Double barrier 

•  Only enter barrier when n processes join the barrier 
•  Only exit after they have all finished 

•  (obviously not an exhaustive list) 
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SIMPLE LOCK 
Lock  
1 n = create(l + “/lock”, EPHEMERAL) 

2 if success, exit 
3 else, exists(l, true) wait for watch event 

4 goto 1 

Unlock  
1 delete(n)  
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“Herd Effect” - when the lock is released, all nodes 
waiting will receive watch notification 

–  Uses more network then needed 
–  All clients woken up, but only one will get the lock and continue 

Green = has the lock 



SIMPLE LOCK W/O HERD EFFECTS 
Lock  
1 n = create(l + “/lock-”, EPHEMERAL|SEQUENTIAL) 

2 C = getChildren(l, false) 
3 if n is lowest znode in C, exit 
4 p = znode in C ordered just before n  

5 if exists(p, true) wait for watch event 

6 goto 2  

Unlock  
1 delete(n)  
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Each node will only watch for the node that will get the 
lock before it 

Green = has the lock 



SIMPLE LOCK EXAMPLE 
Node 1 

•  Lock(“/test”) 
•  Now holds the lock 

ZooKeeper: 

/test 

 /lock-1 
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Green = has the lock 



SIMPLE LOCK EXAMPLE 
Node 1 

•  Holds the lock 
Node 2 

•  Lock(“/test”) 
•  Watching /test/lock-1 

ZooKeeper: 

/test 

 /lock-1 

 /lock-2 
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Green = has the lock 



SIMPLE LOCK EXAMPLE 
Node 1 

•  Holds the lock 
Node 2 

•  Watching /test/lock-1 
Node 3 

•  Lock(“/test”) 
•  Watching /test/lock-2 

ZooKeeper: 
/test 

 /lock-1 

 /lock-2 

 /lock-3 
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Green = has the lock 



SIMPLE LOCK EXAMPLE 
Node 1 

•  Unlock(“/test”) 
•  Deletes /test/lock-1 

Node 2 

•  Receives watch notification from /test/lock-1 
•  Now holds the lock 

Node 3 

•  Watching /test/lock-2 

ZooKeeper: 

/test 

 /lock-2 

 /lock-3 
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Green = has the lock 



SIMPLE LOCK EXAMPLE 
Node 1 

Node 2 

•  Unlock(“/test”) 
•  Deletes /test/lock-2 

Node 3 

•  Receives watch notification from /test/lock-2 
•  Now holds the lock 

ZooKeeper: 

/test 

 /lock-3 
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Green = has the lock 



INTERNALS 
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REPLICATED DATABASE 
Each server has replicated database of entire system 
Replicas never diverge across servers 

•  But some may have applied more transactions 
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REPLICATED DB 
READS & WRITES 
Reads come directly from database 

•  No ordering guaranteed for read 
•  Clients can use sync if they need precedence ordering 

Replica DB kept in memory for fast reads 

 

Writes converted to idempotent transactions 

•  Require atomic broadcast 
DB writes transaction to disk before updating in-memory DB 

•  A write-ahead log 
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DB RECOVERY 
We could replay all transactions in write-ahead log 

•  This would be slow 
Instead, periodically takes snapshots of in-memory DB 

•  “Fuzzy” snapshots because ZooKeeper state is not locked to 
take snapshot 

•  Snapshot contains some subset of transactions during 
snapshot generation 

We can later apply transactions delivered during snapshot 
generation 

•  Fine if we apply transactions twice because transactions are 
idempotent 
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ATOMIC BROADCAST 
Uses Zab atomic broadcast system for writes 
Leader-follower system 

•  Single leader server, the rest are followers 
•  All write requests forwarded to leader 
•  Leader converts write requests to transactions 

•  Transactions are idempotent – applying the same transaction 
multiple times has the same effect as applying it once 

•  Zab may deliver messages twice during failure recovery  
•  which is fine because of the idempotence property 
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ATOMIC BROADCAST CONTINUED 
Zab requires simple majority quorum 

•  2f + 1 servers, f servers must agree on a write transaction 
before its considered successful 

Guarantees that transactions are delivered in the order the 
leader sent them 

•  Uses TCP 
Guarantees that transactions from a previous leader are 
delivered before new transactions 
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EVALUATION 
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THROUGHPUT BENCHMARK 
250 simultaneous clients 
Clients make requests to several servers 
Each client has 100 outstanding requests 

Servers are saturated 
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THROUGHPUT RESULTS 
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ßThis is the same data é  

•  Throughput is much higher with more read requests 
•  With a higher percentage of read requests, adding more servers increases 

throughput (red arrow on left graph) 
•  With write requests, throughput goes down as we add servers 



THROUGHPUT WITHOUT 
DISTRIBUTING LOAD 

•  This is what happens when all clients connect to the leader server 
•  Takeaway – throughput is high because ZooKeeper distributes 

reads across multiple servers 
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WHY ARE WRITES SLOW? 

Writes must go through 
atomic broadcasts 

•  Adds latency 
Write-ahead log – writes 
must go to disk 
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Atomic broadcast throughput 
slows when we add more 

servers 
 

This only affects writes 



LATENCY BENCHMARK 
Client enters all barriers 
simultaneously 
Then exits all barriers in 
succession 
Must wait for all clients to 
enter the barriers 
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Takeaways: 
•  Latency increases linearly with 

number of barriers 
•  Latency increases linearly with 

number of clients 
•  Concurrent access to the same part 

of the data tree did not produce any 
unexpected delay  

Average time for each client to finish over 5 runs 



FAILURES BENCHMARK 

  
1.  Failure and recovery of a follower 
2.  Failure and recovery of a different 

follower 
3.  Failure of the leader 

4.  Failure of two followers (a, b) in the 
first two marks, and recovery at the 
third mark (c) 

5.  Failure of the leader 
6.  Recovery of the leader 35

 

Saturation benchmark with 30% writes 

Takeaways: 
•  If followers fail and 

recover quickly, sustain 
high throughput (1, 2) 

•  One follower failing does 
not stop quorum (which 
is a simple majority) (1, 
2) 

•  Finding a new leader 
takes less than 200ms 
(3, 5) 

•  Even though a failing 
leader causes throughput 
to temporarily halt, it 
recovers quickly (3, 5) 



SUMMARY 
Simple interface and powerful abstractions 
High throughput (for read-heavy workloads) 
Used in real workloads 
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